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Abstract

The Cassetin Project purposes are to inventory all of the types used in Europe for centuries, to
standardize their encoding or naming and to propose this list as a Unicode addendum (or at least
as a private area).

Résumé

Nous décrivons le projet Cassetin d’inventaire des types utilisés en typographie européenne en vue
de la normalisation de leur codage ou de leur nommage, voire de leur intégration dans Unicode
(au pire dans une zone privée).

Introduction

Character encodings such as Unicode [15] make a strong
difference between characters (abstract linguistic enti-
ties) and glyphs (the rendition of characters) and so ig-
nore the “types” effectively used when composing books.
Typical examples are ligatures (such as “~”), abbrevia-
tions or vanished characters (such as the old French “c̨ ę
n̨”). This absence makes it difficult to standardize OCR
outputs and quite impossible to get genuine plain text
from electronic editions of old books (especially Renais-
sance or even 18th century ones). Strangely, far more
complicated texts, such as medieval manuscripts, are now
electronically editable thanks to encoding projects.

We first show how encodings have been applied to
medieval manuscripts, then describe the equivalent, and
not favorable, situation for old books. We follow with a
presentation of the Cassetin project: its aims are to in-
ventory all of the European types, to name them and to
propose this list as a Unicode candidate.

Electronic Editing of Manuscripts

More and more manuscripts are edited on the Web or on
CDs: medieval charts, writers’ drafts, registers of births,
etc. Most of them are only available in image mode.
Some are accompanied with the corresponding text, or
rather with the corresponding “texts” when the edition is
undertaken by humanities scholars. Indeed they are dif-
ferent views of the same text.

Let us take as an example a manuscript of Bernard

F. 1: Manuscript of De Ventadour (France, 12th
century)

[. . . ] chanter et vint conter et enseigner.
[. . . ]to sing and came singing and teaching.

2-a: Modern translations

[. . . ]chantar et venc cortez et enseingnatez.
2-b: Modern composition

[. . . ] chā-
tar 7 venc cortef 7 ēfeingnatz.

2-c: Diplomatic edition

F. 2: Various editions of figure 1 (last two lines of
text)
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... ch&an;<br>tar &et7; venc corte&longz; &et7;

&en;&longs;eingn<unclear reason="stain">a</unclear>tz.<br>

F. 3: TEI encoding of figure 1

GLYPH MUFI ISO UNICODE
ENTITY NAME ENTITY CODE NAME

&con;   0254   

&cross;   271D  

&ed;   &semi; 003D 

&est;   F150 

&etslash;    

F. 4: Example of MUFI proposal for encoding Nordic medieval abbreviations

de Ventadour1 and even let us consider just the last two
lines of Figure 1. They can be encoded in various ways.
In reverse order, we can first translate these lines into
modern French or even into modern English (figure 2-
a). A student in medieval philology would prefer a form
closer to the genuine language, like figure 2-b, where
each sign is composed with modern types, without re-
spect to specific handwritten signs. A way2 closer to the
manuscript is to edit the text with types close to the
handwritten signs (figure 2-c) and to respect the layout
(hyphenation, etc.).

In the end, a researcher needs far more, such as lig-
atures or signs used, unclear letters, who wrote or anno-
tated the original text and who has translated or encoded
it. Many projects have been launched to access electronic
versions of medieval manuscripts.3 They generally use
SGML-like tags to indicate either the structure of the

1. A French troubadour (12th Century). Here is an example
of a version of his Quand vei la laudeta mover... (When the sky-
lark wings.. .), a song written in “Provencal” (an Old French di-
alect).

2. This is close to the so called “diplomatic” version, gener-
ally used for modern writers’ drafts, that takes care as well of the
position (orientation, length, etc.) of lines in pages.

3. Such as Digital Scriptorium (http://sunsite.berkeley.
edu/Scriptorium/), EAMMS (http://www.csbsju.edu/hmml/

document or the actual characters used. Figure 3 shows
how our two lines could be encoded.4 Tags like &et7;
or &an; indicate special characters (“et” and “an”) and
are like the ones used by Project Charrette at Princeton
University.5 Other projects use other tags (e.g., &abar;
instead of &an;). That is why some new projects, such
as MUFI6 (figure 4), try to inventory all of these signs,
to give them names (used as entity names), to propose7
them as Unicode characters and finally to propose a font
offering all of these glyphs.

From now on, thanks to such projects, the various
electronic editions of manuscripts should follow a stan-
dardized encoding, hence become portable and usable by
any researcher.

eamms/), or the TEI based project MASTER (http://www.cta.
dmu.ac.uk/projects/master/).

4. That form is rich: it can be translated to forms 2.a to 2.c,
while the opposite way is generally impossible.

5. The list of entities may be found at http://www.mshs.

univ-poitiers.fr/cescm/lancelot/keys.html.
6. Medieval Unicode Font Initiative, http://www.hit.uib.

no/mufi/.
7. See section “Unicode” below for the position of the Unicode

Consortium regarding glyphs and characters.
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the biggest of his Letters with glasses, which so magnified the
whole Letter, that I could easily distinguish, and with small
dividers measure off the size, situation and form of every part,
and the proportion every part bore to the whole; and for my
own future satisfaction collected my observations into a book,
which I have inserted in my Exercises on Letter-Cutting. For
therein I have exhibited to [. . . ]

5-a: Modern transliteration
the bigge&st; of his <ital>Letters</ital> with

Gla&ss;es&thinspace;, which &longs;o<br>

magni&fi;&ed the whole <ital>Letter</ital>,

that I could ea&longs;ily

di&hyphen;<br>&stlig;tingui&shlig;, [...]

[...]

&longs;atisfa&ctlig;ion collec&ctlig;ed [...]

5-c: TEI-like encoding

F. 5: Extract from Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises
(1683), (volume 2 Applied to the Art of Printing)
followed by a modern transliteration (5-a) and a
TEI-like encoding (5-c)

Electronic Editions of Old Books

Probably because printed characters are thought to be
more readable than handwritten ones, quite often digi-
tized books are edited as images and/or as plain text en-
coded with modern characters. If some other types are
used, no attempt is made to standardize their encoding.

Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises Let us consider first the fa-
mous Moxon’s book (1683, a pioneer in the matter of
printers’ manuals [4])Mechanick Exercises [14]. Figure 5
shows an extract and the corresponding “plain text” ver-
sion of it: it is a modern version, with modern words,
no emphatic caps, no ligatures, etc. As for manuscripts,
it is possible to encode this text (figure 5-c) to take care
of specific characters (like ~), hyphenation (tag &div;),
etc.

However, many people would like an edition (like
figure 6) that is both more legible than TEI-encoding
(figure 5-c) and more authentic than a traditional plain
text.8 Alas, if one looks in minute detail at these glyphs,
one can see that if ligatures such as “fi,” “long s + i,” “long
s + t” or “ct” are present, other ones are absent, such as

8. Furthermore, figure 5-a does not allow any research on the
use of the long s or of old words (e.g., scituation).

the biggest of his. . .
magnified the whole.. .
distinguish, and with ſmall. . .
Þze, ſcituation.. .
. . .
own future ſatisfastion.. .

F. 6: Moxon text (figure 5) edited with
convenient glyphs9

F. 7: Fertel lower case (1723)

“sh”: it is quite impossible to find a font with all the usual
(old) glyphs! It is not a matter of difficulty to design these
characters, but simply that designers do not know them!

Note that today OCRs still have problems recogniz-
ing old types; however, current research allows one to
think that very soon OCRs will be able to recognize Re-
naissance characters and their ligatures. What will be
the output when recognizing the ligature “~”? A code
(which one? nnn8, xxxx16?) or a name? Will it be
“ct” (if so, any study on ligatures will be impossible)? Or
“&ctlig;”? Or “&ct;”, or “\ct”, or . . .? Standardized
naming or encoding is required!

Another example: Fertel’s case Figure 7 exhibits the
lower case used by Fertel [8, page 12] in the first quar-
ter of the 18th century. Among other special characters
(such as ligatures “si”, “ssi” or “ct” and typically French
characters like “ç” and “œ”), it offers an “ę” (left upper
corner) that has nothing to do with the “e ogonek” used
in eastern Europe. It is an echo of a former system to
write French (by a grammarian and poet, Jean-Antoine
de Baïf, 16th century) and this kind of “breve e” was
used for less than a century.10 Obviously, this character is
not an isolated example and you can find many characters
that are neither in today’s encodings nor in font character

9. Here, as in the rest of these proceedings, the HW Caslon
font is used, designed by Howard Jones.
10. 50 years after Fertel, Diderot’s Encyclopédie shows the same

case, however the “ę” is replaced by an “é” while the genuine box
for “é” is empty!
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sets. Yet, they are present in foundry specimens, books
or even in grammars . . .

Unicode, Characters and Glyphs

Unicode [15] makes a strong difference between char-
acters (abstract linguistic entities) and glyphs (a possible
physical stylistic representation or rendition of these en-
tities). Very few clever papers give a good explanation of
those concepts; let us cite here one by Ken Whistler, the
technical director of Unicode [2] and one by a typogra-
pher, John Hudson [12]. On the other hand, there are
also good papers that say that Unicode made the wrong
choice and that characters and glyphs are not so easily
different [10, 11]. We would like to add that “types”
(with the usual typographic meaning) are neither char-
acters, nor glyphs.11

An important point is that the Unicode principle
that separates glyphs and characters has been historically
violated by another one: Unicode is based on previous
encoding systems (proprietary or international standards)
where ligatures were present. If Unicode was clean, even
the sign “&” should not be there! However we can be
suspicious why “long s” and even “ligature st” have been
very recently added and not “ligature ct”!

Imagine the dialog:
– “How could I describe12 Fertel’s case (figure 7) and its
ę using Unicode?” I ask.
– Answer from Unicode specialist: “Use latin small

letter e with ogonek, U+0119.”
– “No, I say, Fertel’s character is not that character, there
is the same glyph resemblance as with latin capital

a and greek capital alpha, but they are different
characters and Unicode encodes them separately.”
– “Why don’t you encode this character as letter e and a
combining diacritic ogonek?”
– “For it is not an ogonek, rather a kind of breve,” I an-
swer.
– “OK,” he says, “your ę is a glyph of some latin

small letter with breve.”
I disagree, it’s not the same breve as the one used by Fer-
tel in another case: “ĕ”, so it’s not the same character . . .
And now, if you look at the alphabet given by the same
Baïf, you can see an “a with raising tail” that is

11. There are many stylistic variants of our “ę”! On the
other hand, Unicode speaks about rendition of abstract characters.
However, what about the other way: when scanning documents,
printed characters exist before the corresponding “abstract” char-
acter, they are not only images of abstract characters, they are
characters by themselves at an intermediary level between glyphs
and linguistic entities.
12. Even if “[t]he Unicode Standard is explicitly not aimed at

being a system for facsimile representation of text” [2], one may
need to quote such a character. Actually, it is not only a Unicode
problem!

rather a nasal O (its place in the alphabet is just before
the P letter). Let us restart the same dialog .. .

Last point: Unicode knows old languages such as the
Runes or Ogham. Why should it ignore old European
languages and their writing used for centuries?

The Cassetin Project

Being involved in digitization projects such as Fournier’s
Manuel typographique,13 I am continuously confronted
with such problems of coding or naming old14 charac-
ters. Discussions with many people involved in such tasks
pushed me recently to undertake a project15 to inven-
tory these types and try to establish a standardized list
of names or .. . codes.

Its main aims are:

Inventory of types Prepare an inventory of all types used
in texts16 printed in European17 languages.

Typical characters are
• Ligatures, such as the ones already quoted here (sh,
si, st, . . . ) and many other ones (like the Hungarian
gz .. .).

• Vanished characters, such as the “ę,” the tailed A,
etc.

• Accented characters (like the old Spanish conso-
nants).

• Abbreviations.
• Special characters such as verset and respons (these
two are in Unicode, but many other special charac-
ters are not).

• Historical typographical characters18 (that are not
already in Unicode) such as raised letters.
This inventory is based on

• Previous studies, such as [3, 4, 5, 7], including Web
pages such as Bolton’s on cases [6].

• Specimens published by foundries.
• Ancient books.
• The MUFI project for manuscripts!

13. Like Moxon’s, a famous 18th century book on type-cutting
and typefounding. See [9, 13] and http://www.irisa.fr/

faqtypo/BiViTy.
14. Old means here before DTP! A typical example is the use,

still current in 1950, of the abbreviation “crossed K” that repre-
sents the Breton “ker” occurring in many names.
15. Temporarily called CASSETIN: “cassetin” is the French

name of case boxes. It can stand for “CASSE Type encodINg”
.. . See also [1].
16. One problem not yet solved: should we consider all types,

even the ones used outside of plain text, such as ornaments and
rules? I do not think so, however the limits are not yet fixed!
17. This is again an unsolved question: Which languages do we

consider? Latin ones? What about Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew, Ara-
bic, Syriac, etc.? Actually, today it is only a matter of specialists
working in this project . . .
18. We do not dare to speak about small caps!
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Naming and Encoding Each identified type will enter a
file with typical glyphs, usages, etc. and a name will
be given. This name will be usable as an XML entity
(&xxx;), a TEX name (\xxx), an (Adobe or OpenType)
glyph name, etc.

Each type will as well be assigned a number: the
Unicode number when it exists; if not, a new number
that could be an entry in some Unicode user private area.

Note that these glyph/character names permit not
only standardizing output from OCR, but as well a stan-
dardized way to type in these special signs for rendition.

Experimental Font As MUFI does, an existing font
should be upgraded to offer all of these, say, glyphs: edit-
ing “facsimile” texts like those in figures 5 or 6 should be
easier! Again, it’s not only a matter of actual glyphs, but
rather, to be standardised, a matter of table encoding. In
that way, TEX LMs or Ω could be good candidates!

Calendar This project is still a private undertaking, how-
ever, I’d like to make it an international project19 (with,
e.g., European Union help).

A quick glance at the already published cases shows
that the number of new characters to inventory is not
very large and the list should not be as large! So this work
should not last years . . .

Conclusion

Glyphs or not, characters or not, types belong to a class
that is not recognized by Unicode. Historians of books,
of languages, etc. do need a standardization of their
names, even of their encodings, in such a way that the in-
creasing number of sites offering digitized books can be
researched in a portable manner.
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